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XNEXT PRESENTS
A NEW GROUNDBREAKING
INSPECTION SYSTEM
specially designed for filled pasta production
avioli is one of the cornerstones of the Italian culinary
tradition and often brings
back memories of the best family meals.
However, the first major difficulty when
inspecting industrially produced filled
pasta is due to the complexity of the
food’s composition. So how can you
make the final product as safe as possible? And what is the best inspection
system on the market?
Currently, the inspection systems in use
on production lines can be divided into
Metal Detectors and X-ray Scanners.
The first are used to only detect the presence of metal contaminants. Whereas,
X-ray scanners detect high-density materials such as metals and stones, but
are ineffective at detecting low-density

R

foreign bodies such as wood, insects
and plastics, and rubbers.
Both types of inspection systems have
considerable limitations in their ability
to detect foreign bodies, and are often
ineffective for the actual needs of production lines. Today, this paradigm is
completely overturned by Xnext’s realtime inspection systems, which, thanks
to the innovative XSpectra technology,
finally provide an effective solution for
all contamination that can be found on
today’s production lines.
XSpectra is a new generation X-ray inspection system made by Xnext that
differs from competing systems for its
ability to detect the presence of low-

density foreign bodies, which makes it
unique in the world and extremely effective even for non-uniform products. like
ravioli and tortellini. XSpectra is totally
designed and manufactured by Xnext
in its HW and SW components and is
therefore adaptable to the customer’s
online inspection needs.
XSpectra performs multispectral analysis for each product image point and the
result is processed by the inspection SW
which detects point differences due to
product non-uniformity present in the
case of foreign body contamination.
XSpectra’s inspection SW uses Neural
Networks specifically designed for this
application this is an added benefit
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ticle, the foreign bodies highlighted are
of low density and not otherwise detectable by competing inspection systems.
Prior to each installation, an initial
product dataset is acquired in a Demo
Center and neural networks are trained
on this referenced dataset. This results
in greater efficiency of the inspection
machine once it is put on the production line. Updating also continues during the commissioning phase of the
machine, where the system is trained
to perform optimally by acquiring new
data to continue training the inspection SW.

to the already significantly important
multispectral analysis, as the networks
learn to recognise compliant products
and are therefore able to classify the

anomalies that the multispectral analysis highlights.
Some of the results of these analyses
are presented in the images in the ar-

In the case of ravioli packaging, XSpectra was able to effectively distinguish
between contaminants of different origins. These are divided into two categories: those generated by the production
machinery, and those external to the
production line (foreign bodies present
inside the raw materials, materials inadvertently released by those involved
in the processing and packaging of the
final product .
With regard to contaminants released
from production machinery, Xspectra
was able to find plastic fragments, nylon threads, pieces of industrial pumps,
soft and hard gaskets, and pasteurisation nets. For materials in the second
category, Xspectra found olive stones,
bones of various animals, small pebbles, claws, and fragments of carapace.
Lastly, this new inspection system will
reduce the environmental costs of recalls, guaranteeing unprecedented
quality standards and giving companies that use it a competitive technological advantage.
www.x-next.com
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